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From: Marcia K McNutt <mcnutt@usgs.gov>
Sent: wed, 4 Aug 2010 15:08:01
To: GS FOIA 0105 <foia0105@usgs.gov>
subject: Fw: video and small leak estimate

***************************************

Dr. Marcia

McNutt

Director
us Geological survey
12201 sunrise valley Drive, MS 100
Reston, VA 20192
(703) 648-7411
(703) 648-4454 (fax)
(571) 296-6730 (cell)
mcnutt@usgs.gov
www.usgs.gov
***************************************

----- Forwarded by Janet N Arneson/DO/USGS/DOI on 08/04/2010 03:07 PM -----

From:

"wereley, Steven T." <wereley@purdue.edu>

"Bill.Lehr@noaa.gov" <Bill.Lehr@noaa.gov>, "Espina, Pedro
To:
<pedro.espina@nist.gov>, "pete@gso.uri .edu" <pete@gso.uri .edu>, Alberto

1."

Aliseda <aaliseda@u.washington.edu>, James J Riley
<rileyj@u.washington.edu>, Franklin shaffer <Franklin.shaffer@NETL.DOE.GOV>, ira
leifer <ira.leifer@bubbleology.com>, "savas@newton.berkeley.edu"
<savas@newton.berkeley.edu>, Paul Bommer <pmbommer@mail.utexas.edu>

Juan Lasheras <lasheras@ucsd.edu>, Marcia K McNutt <mcnutt@usgs.gov>,
Cc:
"Moran, Kathryn" <Kathryn_Moran@ostp.eop.gov>
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Date:

OS/25/2010 02:36 PM

subject:

RE: video and small leak estimate

All, to make sure that we're comparing apples to oily apples, I have a
number for the "small leak" of 11,000 bbl/day and the big leak of 72,000
bbl/day.
week.

These are detailed in my ppt report that was distributed last

Both numbers represent total flux--i .e. oil plus gas.

considerable

uncertainty remains with regards to intermittency in the riser pipe leak
but not so much with the kink leak.

It's clear that the high resolution

images of the riser pipe leak will help us tremendously.

Steve wereley, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Birck Nanotechnology Center, Room 2019, 1205 West State Street
Purdue university
West Lafayette, IN 47907
phone: 765/494-5624, fax: 765/494-0539
web page:

http://engineering.purdue.edu/-wereley

-----original Message----From: Bill Lehr [mailto:Bill.Lehr@noaa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 2:34 PM
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To: wereley, Steven T.; Espina, Pedro l.; pete@gso.uri .edu; Alberto
Aliseda; James J Riley; Franklin shaffer; ira leifer;
savas@newton.berkeley.edu; Paul Bommer
Cc: Juan Lasheras; Marcia K McNutt; Moran, Kathryn
subject: video and small leak estimate

who has numbers besides Steve for the kink leak?

The Commandant

threatened to lock us in the room and slip pizzas under the door till we
gave numbers but

I

will personally buy pizzas for anybody who offers

numbers on the kink leak on the call today.

Here are some

riser leakage calculations that have been made so far (bbl)

PlV method (steve) 56-84 K
similarity to Deepspill (pooji) 23 K
Back calculating from surface oil and mass balance (Bill) 15-30 K
Nodal analysis (paul) 32 K

Some new videos are up on the ftp site and others will be added in the
next few hours.

phone in 888 390 3155
access code
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